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THE DEVON ISLAND EXPEDITION 1960-a
The establishment of the Arctic Institute’s Devon Island Base Station and
the progress of theresearch program
in 1960 and 1961 were reported in brief
summaries and preliminary
field reports
in Arctic 13:270-71 and 14:252-65, and
a review of the research from September 1961 to September 1962 appeared in
Arctic 15:317-320. Preliminary field reports for that period are presented
here.

Ice sampleswere
collected witha
SIPREcorer,and
slides madefrom
them by melting horizontal or vertical
sections. These sections were then examined for bubble structure, etc., with
an 8x Leitz lens graduated in tenths of
a millimetre. The sections were further
studied between crossed Polaroidplates
for crystal shape and size. Photographs
weretaken of sections with a Voigt-

View of the base camp from the meteorological tower, looking south,

July 1962.

lander Vit0 BL camera fitted with two
Focar close-up lenses. To complete the
Duringthewinter
of 1961-62 work study certain sections were fixed in a
was divided between studiesof glacier-, universal stage to determine the orienlake-, and sea-ice. (The author had no tation of the optic axes. The universal
previous experience of lake- or sea-ice stage was constructed at the base, and
studies and as the amount of literature was immersed in water to give a comat the station was limited some of the plete coverage of polar angles. This
work and comments may be reiterations instrument, when partly frozen-in with
ice forming on the bottom and sides of
of work already done elsewhere). The
comments in this report are based on a thewater container, alloweda study
perfunctory examination of some of the of the ice to be carried out in a heated
dataandare
liable toberejected
or Jamesway hut where the vertical temmodified when a more complete
analysis perature gradient was favourablysteep.
5
The angles are accurate to within
has been done.

Glaciology, winter 1961-62

*
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degrees. Ice densities were measured in
apycnometer constructed fromacan
withaspout
soldered in a position 2
cm. from the lip of the can. The volume
of a mixture of gasoline and diesel oil
displaced from the can was measured
in a graduated cylinder. These results
are accurate to within +0.005/cm.3.

movement of ice in the ablation region.
Another reference level besides isolated
firn layers is provided by ice in which
the crystal boundaries are occupied by
continuous air bubbles. This ice has
been taken to represent former surface
ice formed at the height of the melting
season where melting of impurities
along crystal boundaries has occurred.
Glacier ice
The majority of bubbles show a direct
The greater part of the winter was relationship to crystal boundariesand
spent in examining ice cored from nine those measuring less than 0.3 mm. are
stations on a profile extending from 3 generally located there. Many bubbles
km. above the firn line of the ice-cap to have one surface related to the c-axis
the steep slope on its northwestern edge. of a crystal, lying at right angles to
The study was a little hamperedby
it along the 0001 plane. Tyndalmelt
worn teeth on theSIPRE ice corer, figures are abundantly evident throughwhich was not able torecover complete out all cores.These
figures showed
cores. Records from the four core sites various patterns, all basedonahexabove the Ice-Cap Station (ca. 1400m. agonal figure normal to the c-axis.
above sea-level) are therefore less comCrystal diameters vary fromca. 0.1
plete than those from the Ice-Cap Sta- cm. to 2.0 cm.; the usual rangeis 0.3-0.5
tion 10-m. core and the four sitesbelow cm. in bubblyiceand
0.8-1.5cm. in
it, where sharper cutting
blades were clear ice. Crystal size is probably reused. The cores were cut into 10-cm.- lated to the rate of formation of the ice.
long sections and melteddown to a Some candling is evident at some levels
thickness suitable for study. The bubble in the superimposed ice and represents
structure, crystalsize, and c-axis orien- surface freezing of standing water.
tation were examined and photographs
The orientation of c-axes was obtaken for later reference; 300 negatives served in detail in the
core from the
were developed during the winter and Ice-Cap Station. Slides withinafew
another 340 negatives were processed cm. of each other were examined from
on return from the field.
separatehorizonsbutnoregular
Theice,which
is largely superim- changes in orientation were observed.
posedice,and
ice formed fairly close Fabric diagrams for each 30-cm. level
to the surfaceabove the firn line, shows havebeen drawn for all cores and a
a general lack of regular banding. In total of
75
havebeencompleted.
In
the superimposed ice it is not possible cores from the Ice-Cap Station and from
to make a straightforward division into above the station no major concentrabubbly ice resulting from early summer tions havebeen
found. Polar angles
soaking of winter snow, and clear blue show a slight increase as the vertical
ice developed from melt water formed is approached and a few horizons show
in situ or from abovethe firn line. Minor a preference for c-axeswithin 30" to
variations in bubble structure are large- the normal to ice stratification. The
ly an inheritance of variations in snow orientations are probably the result of
structure. Firn layers in the superim- ice crystal c-axesdevelopingfrom an
posedice,formed
inyears of above- already existing pattern in the snow
average accumulation, provide refer- crystals forming the winter snow.A
ence levels for correlation between the definite pattern emerges at the top of
various cores from above the Ice-Cap the steep slope at the edge of the iceStation. Firn within 3 m. of the surface, cap. A core takennear a shear (?)
approx. 20 km. below the firn line, is moraine gave a pronounced concentrabelieved to represent firn formed above tion with a polar angle 45" to the surthe firn line and brought back to near face, and a secondary concentration
the surface by ablation andupward
with a similar polar angle but differing
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cm./day. Variationsin this rate agree
with the changes in the thermal gradient in the lower 50 cm. of the ice sheet.
A cursory examination of the data gives
a growth rate of 2.1 cm./day for a thermal gradient of 0.5"C.Icm. and 0.5
cm./day for O.l"C./cm. The growth rate
did not begin to decrease appreciably
until late March and was then related
to a decreasing thermal gradient caused
by increased radiation, higher air temperatures, and a snow cover 4 cm. thick
with occasional skavler.
The bay ice was affected by grounding.Cores taken approximately 9 km.
from shore in Jones Sound in March
gave thicknesses which were 56 and 76
cm. less than in the inlet, but this ice
must have grown at twice the rate of
the bayicesincegrowth
started only
in January.
The thermal structure of the inlet ice
Sea-ice
was measured with thermocouples at
Sea-ice was studied in some detail in 10-cm. intervals to 50cm. and then at
the deep inlet south of the base area. depths of 75,100,150, and 200 cm. These
Cores were studied for crystal size, were read whenever cores were taken
and show a fairly gradual cooling of
brine cell distribution and ice density.
Comparisons can be made with other the ice up to the beginning of March.
cores obtained at the oceanographic hut Subsequent warming down to 160cm.
about 3 km. offshore, at various points levelled off and early April showed a
in bay-ice, and in ice formed after mid- further slightcooling throughout the
sheet. The results provide an interesting
winter farther out in Jones Sound.
temperatures
Sea-ice began to form in the bays on comparisonwithground
at thestation where falling surface temSeptember 20 and bymid-November
extended fromheadland
to headland peratures were recorded until lateFebalong the coast. The main body of Jones ruary.
Slides were taken at 15-20 cm. interSound did notfreezeover until early
January.
vals from the cores and photographed
Cores were taken from the inlet at through crossed Polaroid plates. Except
approximately8-day
intervals except for the top 1 cm., the ice consisted of
for a periodinmid-winterwhen
the vertically elongated crystals with horiintervals were 27 days. Until December zontalc-axes.
Crystal sizeincreased
several cores were taken each time and with depth in the sheet from crystals
indicated an ice-sheet of uniform thick- with a cross-sectional diameter of less
ness.Thisuniformitywas
maintained than 1cm. to crystals extending beyond
through most of the winter and was the 7 cm.-diameter slide by 80 cm. In
apparently due to the absence of a vari- the cores takenfartheroutinJones
able snow cover. Therefore, during the Sound crystals were smaller in the upsecond half of winter one measurement per half of the sheet (i.e. compared to
was made every8 days inan area rarely the inlet cores) and showed a more
covered even with a thin snow cover.
rapid increase in crystal sizedownBy April 17 a maximum variation of wards. This suggests that crystal size is
only 5 cm. in a total of225
cm.was
affected by the growth rate in theupper
found in the area studied. The results parts of the sheet, which is inagreement
show an overall growth rate of 1.1 with observations on crystal growth in

in azimuth by 180". The method of coring did not include a record of the core
azimuth. A core froma ridge ona valley
glacier leading fromthe ice-cap showed
a similar pattern with c-axesaligned
in the direction of bubble stretching.
The pattern was found again half-way
down the steep slope of the ice-cap
edge.
The whole study has shown that althoughitisnotpossibleto
determine
the position of the climatic equilibrium
line by a study of the ice (as ice from
above that lineismovedbelow
it by
glaciermovement) it is likely that it
will be possible to obtain a more complete idea of the character of melting
seasons in past years afterthe core
diagrams havebeen
integrated with
others obtained from between the firn
line and the top of the ice-cap.
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superimposediceonglaciers.
Plate thicknesses were measured on
each slide and averaged approximately
0.7 mm. from the midpoint of one brine
cell tothe midpoint of the next. No
regular variations in plate width were
observed, although at 120cm. inthe
inlet sea-ice plates reached a width of
2.0mm. Acore taken from under a
70-cm. snowdrifttoexamineice
with
aslow growth rate showed plates 0.8
nun. thick.
The continuity of brine cellswas
noted in horizontalsections
and the
cellsshoweda
gradual increase from
small vertical cylinders to continuous
cells surrounding the plates toward the
bottom of the sheet. Brine inclusions
from the sharp edges of the plates were
found to disappear first as the ice became further incorporated into the
sheet.
As no salinity kit was available, densities were determined at 15-cm. intervals in the cores to attempt totrace
brine migration and density variations
depending on brine and air content. Air
content is constant throughout the winter period and it was hopedthat density
variations would be a reflectionof brine
migration. Densities generally were in
the range of 920-928 gm.ldm.3 and after
an initial density of approximately 930940gm.ldm.3 at the bottom of the ice
sheet rarely droppedbelow 920 gm.1
dm.3. No valid variations were detected
in theice sheet from the surface to within 30cm.of
the base of the inlet ice
sheet.Cores taken from the bay ice
showed disturbed plates at a particular
point in the column related to grounding
on a rock. Densities above
this disturbed
area were 0.010 gm./cm.3 higher than
below it and probably result from a
restriction of the normal brine migration process by non-vertical plates. A
stake pattern in this bay showed that
the whole body of bay ice had moved
10m. away from the shore since its
formation so that grounding on the rock
occurred at differentlevels from core
to core.
Twocores weretaken from Jones
Sound within 30m.of each other, one
fromunder a7-cm.snowcover
and

the other from under a 70-cm.snow
cover.Densities
were 0.010 g m . / ~ m . ~
lower in the ice, which was30 cm. thinnerwhere the thick snowcover retarded its growth. It is suggested that
the lowerdensity resulted fromdispersed brine cell distribution and more
efficient brine drainage because of slower freezing.Thedensities
in the inlet
where the icewas thicker than elsewhere were the highest overall densities
measured.
The top 30 cm. of the cores fromJones
Sound showed very low densities in the
887-895 gm./dm.3range.Rapid
nearsurface ice formation trapped relatively
highproportions of air. Below 30cm.
densities continued in the 920-928 gm.1
dm.3 range.
Oldsea-ice that had withstoodone
summerwasexamined
and found to
containfew brine cells and toconsist
of low-density (890-917gm.ldm.3)ice.
Summer melting alongplate boundaries
and subsequent winter refreezing must
have greatly reduced the salinity.
Lake-ice
Four lakes were studied for ice crystallography and one for its englacial
temperature structure.
Lake(unofficial
I
name,
Provision
Pond). Average depth 3m.
length 1.5 km., width 1 km.,
average ice thickness 200 cm.
in early April.
Lake I1150m.
west of the station.
Depth approximately 1-2 m.,
length 0.4 km. width 0.2 km.,
frozen throughout its depth.
Lake I11800m. to the southeast of the
station.Average
depth 3-5
m., length 1km., width 1km.,
average ice thickness in midMarch 180-190 cm.
Lake IV 3 km. east of the station,
depth approximately 3-5 m.,
length 0.4 km., width 0.4 km.,
thickness from one core 175
cm.
Six cores were taken from lake I, four
from lake I11 and one from lake IV. In
addition a 120- by 50- by 50-cm. block
was hewn from lake I1 and an 80- by
20- by 40-cm. block from lake I; ineach
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case the long dimension was the vertical. In all lakes coring was incomplete;
cores shattered regularly 30 cm. below
the ice surface, and recovery from the
60- to90-cm.levelwas
particularly
poor.
In all lakes crystal sizeincreased
rapidly with increasing depth, froma
cross-sectional diameter of less than 1
cm. at the surface to more than 25 cm.
at 70 cm. depth. Crystals more than 70
cm. long have been traced.
Crystals are almost entirely vertically
elongated but c-axes orientation varied
from lake to lake and with depth in each
lake. In lakes I and I11 the surface was
composed of needles and irregular
plates, the former with the c-axes between 40" and 60" to the horizontal and
the longaxis
of the needle at right
angles tothe c-axes. Polar angles showed a wide range with a marked concentration at 20-35". Near-vertical platy
crystals, however, covered a large percentage of the area and below5-cm.
depth in the ice sheets of lakes I and
111, polaranglesless
than 20" were
dominant.Near the surface of lake I
crystals with near-vertical c-axes predominated, with a secondary concentration of smaller crystals having near
horizontalc-axes.This
pattern continued down to ca. 60-70 cm. From here
to a depth of90 cm. a change occurred
and crystals with horizontal
c-axes
occupiedmost of the icesheet.This
pattern occurred in each core, and the
transition zone was just becoming apparent atthe base of the iceblock
examined. Fragmentation of icecores
always occurred in the transition zone.
In lake I11 the pattern was different
below 60 cm. Crystals with vertical caxes occupied 90 per cent of the sheet
downto 60 cm. but below that level
crystals with c-axes at 55-70" formed a
secondaryminorconcentration
with a
majorone of crystals withhorizontal
c-axes. The 60- to 90-cm. zone in this
lake had a large number of crystals
with c-axes at 40-70".
In lake IV the change in the orientation of the c-axes of the crystals from
near vertical to horizontal did not occur
until a depth of 110 cm. in the ice sheet.
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An increase in thenumber of crystals
with horizontal c-axes with depth has
been observed beforel and it has been
suggested2 that a change in the chemical compositionof the lake watermight
change the maximum thermal conductivity of the crystals from parallel to
the c-axes to normal. This results from
an increase in impurities in the ice,
forming insular pockets between the
plates of a crystal (cf. sea-ice, and Tyndal meltfigures
in both lake- and
glacier-ice). This may be applicable to
lakes I, I11 and IV. Water samples were
collected from under the ice in spring
and again when the lakeswere icefree inAugust to determine the validity
of this hypothesis.
In lake 11an entirely different pattern
has been observed. At the surface there
was aremarkable concentration of crystals with c-axes at 50-80". N o angles
less than 40" were recorded in 100 crystals and polar angles over 70" formed
only 7 per cent of the total. Below the
surface polaranglesshowedaslight
increase inthe lower range andchanged
the total range to 30-60".
This lake was frozen to the bottom
when examined in March and tubules
appeared in the ice at a depth of ca.
50 cm. These were 1 mm. wide and of
variable length. Changes in bubble
structure occurred in horizontal lines
throughout the lower part of the ice.
Each tubule at a particular level showed
slight dilation or terminated to be replacedby another immediately at its
side.These tubules were occasionally
affected bycrystal boundaries and were
bent to conform to boundary changes.
At the level where these tubules appeared the watermusthave
reached
air saturation point. The core from lake
IV showed a similar effect on a
much
smallerscale,icefrom
lake I11 contained occasional very slight tubules
and that of lake I was bubble-free.
Temperatures in the ice sheet of lake
I were measured with thermocouples.
The first set wasfrozen innearthe
limnological hut but deep snow drifts
gave results that were clearly atypical.
Another set, made from thermocouple
wire air-dropped in late December was
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frozen in on January 25. The new site and consisted of the standard synoptic
wascovered with 6 cm. of snow and observations of cloud, weather, visibilthe instruments were read at 9-day in- ity, pressure, dry- and wet-bulb thertervals until March, and thereafter at 4- mometers, and wind speedand direction.
day intervals. The original set of ther- The maximum and minimum thermommocouples,despite its atypical snow- eters were read at 0000, 0600, 1200 and
cover that reached a thickness of 30 1800 hours.Measurements were made
cm. by December, showed a consider- with an Eppley pyrheliometer, when
able heat flow into the atmosphere in sunlight was sufficient, and with BeckNovember and December. Surface tem- man and Whitley net-exchange and
peratures on bare ice 80-90cm. thick total-hemispheric
radiometers.
Wind
were 1 to 2.0"C. higher than onice
and temperature profiles were meascovered with 10 cm. of snow. On Decured at three levels, the meanwind
ember 2 bare lake-ice was 7.8"C. warm- speed was recorded with
a Friez aneer than the ground surface at the station. mometer,and the ground- and snowBy Februarythe differencebetween
temperature profile was measured with
ground- and ice-surface temperatures thermocouples. Ground surface temhad dropped to less than 1°C.
peratures were read with mercury
The overall temperature trends inthe thermometers, one with a blackened
lake-ice were similar to those in the
bulb, until the ground temperatures
sea-ice. There was similar gradual cool- reached "35°F. in December. A thering of theice-sheetuntilMarch,
mometer placed 1cm. below the ground
followed by warmingup. Snow accumu- surface before it frozewas read until
lation (12 cm. snow at the instruments this was made impracticable by snow.
by April), higher air temperatures, and Six snow stakes were measured daily
increasing radiation in March reduced anddensities were measured weekly.
the thermal gradient in the top half of
The synoptic observationswere coded
the ice-sheetfromO.l"C./cm.in
Feb- and transmitted to the Department of
ruary to 0.05"C./cm. in early March.
Transport meteorological station at
The rate of increase in thickness at Resolute,via Eureka, commencingon
the instrument site wasnotfollowed
October 1. Radioconditions were not
closely, but 10 measurements gave a always favourable and during the winrate very close to that of the sea-ice. ter months we succeeded intransmitting
Snowaccumulation
inFebruary
re- about two-thirds of the observations.
duced this rate and it became appreciThecompleted data sheets have been
ably smaller in mid-March.
sent to the Meteorological Branch, DeR. M. KOERNERpartment of Transport, Toronto, and the
US.Weather Bureau, Washington, D.C.
IBarnes,D.F. 1960. An investigation of a
perenially frozen lake.Air Force Surveys
Radiation
inGeophysics No. 129. GRD,Bedford,
Mass. P. 134.
The Eppleypyrheliometerreadings
ZWeeks,W.F. 1958. The structure of sea were discontinued because of darkness
ice: a progress report. pp. 96-98.In Arctic from October 25 until February 16. At
SeaIce.pub. 598, Natl. Acad Sci.-Natl
other times, when cloud
conditions
Res. Coun. 271 pp.
were favourable, measurements were
made with the instrument in the normal
position, inverted, and shaded from the
Meteorology, winter 1961-62
direct sunlight.
The meteorologicalprogram for the
Measurements with the radiometers
winter 1961-2, carried out by two obsuffered only a few minor interruptions
servers, A. Gill and C. W. Nicol, was as through broken wires and hoar frost.
follows: observations were carried out Once a fox wrought havoc among the
at 0000, 0600, 0900, 1200, 1500, 1800, and wires and cables, but when they were
2100 hours LST (6 hours after GMT) buried in the snow there was no further
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trouble from that cause. Hoar frost on
cap.Thesewinds frequently were acthe transducers was kept to a minimum companied by a strong temperature
by covering them with plastic bags and inversion, and were usually stronger at
protecting each instrument with a cloth the middle or lower levels of the mast.
bagbetweenobservationswhen
hoar Once these easterly winds were estabfrost was likely. Frosting could be ex- lished the southwestwindsblewonly
pected at any time during the absence infrequently at thebase, usually accomof the sun. In spite of the precautions panied by an increase in temperature,
a certain amount of defrosting had to cloud, and light drifting of snow. Out
be done and since it was inconvenient
on the sea-ice, however,southwest wind
to bring the radiometers indoorswe
was several times reported while the
found that defrosting was easily accom- east wind prevailed at thebase. By midplished in about half an hour per in- March, the sun was strong enough to
strument byplacing a smallgasoline
break down the inversion at midday
stove in a box covering the instrument, when the winds tended to be light and
towhich at timesmoreprotection
in variable in direction.
the form of parkas had to be added.
This method was only necessary during General weather conditions
periods of heavy hoar frost deposits. At
other times defrosting was accomplished Snowfallwas very light, and up to
by running the fans for an hour or so mid-winter the mean depth measured
each day with both bags on the instru- at sixsnow stakes wasonly 3 inches.
ment.
During this time, gravel ridges and the
large pieces of vegetation were exposed.
Wind and temperature profiles
Snowfall at the Christmas season raised
Three Casella revolution-counter
the depth to 7 inches and gave almost
anemometers were usedon
a 33-ft. complete cover. The depth increased to
aluminum mast, with thermocouples at 10 inches by April.
the same
levels.
The thermocouples
During the absence of the sun there
were housed in ventilators constructed wasalmostcontinuous hoar frost, but
from cansand electric fans. Thesebroke fog-deposited rime was not reported
down in mid-November, whenradiation until March.
had ceased tobe a problem and readings
Halophenomena were fairly infrewere taken without them until early quent upto the end of February and
March when the ventilators were again were mainly unspectacular displays of
put into operation.
simple haloes in high cloud. In March
During October it became apparent and April there were a few displays in
that the prevailing wind direction was cirrostratus and in ice crystal precipitanotnorthwest as expected, but varied tion with 22" and 45" haloes and several
about equally betweensouthwest and parhelia and arcs of contact.
southeast.Theanemometerswere
Unfortunately, complete hydrograph
shaded by the mast and other attach- and thermograph records could not be
ments. They were then rearranged and maintained owing to the failure of the
placed on short wooden arms, swivelled clocks to work at temperatures below
on the main arms, enabling the ane- about -20°F.
mometers to be movedout of the way of
A. GILL
any obstruction on the mast, whatever
the winddirection. Subsequently, the
only winds we were unable to measure
werefrom the south-southeast, which Oceanography, winter 1961-62
were influenced by the camp buildings.
By November the winds were mainly
This preliminary report describes the
from the east or southeast, usually less winter cycle of biological, chemical, and
than 5 m.p.h., and appeared to be of a physical oceanographic events in Jones
katabatic nature, coming from the ice- Sound, N.W.T. In the summer of 1961
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a study wasmadein the shallow, in- mains the question of their relevance
shore waters of the sound of the annual to natural conditions.
phytoplankton
flowering
and photoIn the Arctic the summer production
synthesis, the depletion of the nutrient occurs so rapidly and, though vigorous,
supply, and the variations in tempera- lasts so short a time, and takes place at
ture and salinity. The present winter such low temperatures that it is most
study is alogicalcontinuation of that unlikely that it is affected by regenerawork, since, in addition to describing tion. Arctic waters in winter are relathe gradual cooling of the sound, it tivelyuncomplicated.Because
of ice
demonstrates the restoration of nutrient and snow cover, and little or noincisupplies and the loss of oxygen,phedent light for long periods of time, no
nomena that both depend inpart on photosynthesis or exchangewith
the
the magnitude of the summer biological atmosphere
can
occur.
Since
animal
production.
populations are undoubtedly very small,
Thesetwochemical
events are of oxygendepletion by respiration must
more than local interest. One of the occur to anegligibledegree.Most
of
more important unsolvedproblemsin
the observed
chemical
changes
can
marine biology concerns the utilization probably
be
attributed directly to
of inorganic nutrients by phytoplankton chemical regeneration buttherereand the rate of their return to the in- mains the question of influences due to
organic state by chemical regeneration. mass movements, turbulence, and eddy
This cycleinvolvesoxygensince
it is diffusion, all of which can render inby oxidation of organic matter that the terpretations difficult or uncertain.
nutrientsarereturned tothat simple
Jones Sound should provide optimum
inorganic state in which they are again conditions for studying nutrient regenavailable for primary biological utilizaeration. It is totallycoveredwithice
tion; thus, theoretically, an increase of and snow by mid-winter and its waters
biologicallyuseful nutrients is accom- flow almost entirely from west to east,
panied by a declineof dissolved oxygen. coming through narrow channels out
The rate of regeneration of nutrients is of the Arctic Ocean. Due to ice cover,
of fundamental importance,
since
it even in summer, probably little biologseems that the magnitude of biological icalproductionoccursinthese
chanproduction is controlled by the nutrient nels or in the ArcticOcean. The IGY
cycle.Steeman-Nielsenlobserved
that Drift Station Bravo obtained nutrient
“Taking all seas as a whole, it may be data at the ArcticOceanend
of the
stated - as anapproximation at least - channels,
and
the Polar Continental
that the replenishment of the nutrients Shelf Project is at work on hydrographic
in the productive surface layers is the studies in the channels. Thus, with the
essential factor determining the mag- present oceanographicprogram, thornitude of organic production.” Ketchum, ough studies should be possible.
et aL2 state that information is “drasNo attempt will be made to discuss
tically needed” on the following ques- the data completely in this preliminary
tions,among others; “How frequently report, whose purpose is to describe the
do the nutrients recycle during the an- data collected so far, and to indicate the
nual production of the phytoplankton main points of interest.
population? What is the rate of regeneration of essential nutrients as a result
of decomposition of organic matter? Methods
How does this rate vary with temperaIce began to form along the coast in
ture . . .?”
In temperate and tropical seas there mid-September but it was not until
are various hydrographic and biological early November thatit becamesolid
factors that seriously complicate studies and secure. A small house was
set out
of the nutrient cycle. Laboratory stud- on the ice about 2 miles fromshore over
ies are desirable but there always re- 80 m. of water onNovember
11. Its
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positionwas
approximately 75"45'N.,
84"32'W.,and sampling was carried out
at that station through the winter.
Samples were collected in a Nansen
bottle fitted with a protected reversing
thermometer. Temperatures were not
obtained on one occasion sincethe thermometer was adversely affected while
en route to the station. Salinity samples
were preserved for titration atthe
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution.
Oxygen, nitrite-plus-nitrate, phosphate,
and silicate have been measured by the
followingmethods,respectively:Winkler, Mullin and Riley3, Deniges-Atkins
(WHOI), and Mullin and Riley4. The
nitrate values are probably not exact
since it was not possible to control the
temperature of the samplesprecisely
during the reduction stage. The error
probably amounts to about 10 per cent
but it isbelieved that the data adequately represent the mainaspects of
the inorganic nitrogen cycle. The phosphate data are corrected for salt effect
by a factor of 1.19. All the optical densities were measured on a Klett-Summerson photoelectric colorimeter.
Zooplankton were collected in vertical tows from 50 m. and from 80 m.
No. 20 nets were used but after January
a No. 10 collecting bucket was fitted to
the cod end. The entire samplefrom
each
tow
has been examined and
counted.
Temperature

Thedatashowgradualcooling
throughthe winter with the deepest
water at 80 m. beingaffectedonly in
December. The water column from 0-50
m. cooled
from
about -1.74"C. to
-l.8O0C., but there was a considerable
lag at 80 m. It was only by mid-Februarythatthe
temperatures became
nearly uniform at about -1.80"C.
through the column. There was very
little change thereafter.
Oxygen

The data for each date show a consistent decline in dissolved oxygen toward the bottom. The decrease is rather
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small from the surface to 50 m. but, until January, the rate
of decline increased
from 50 to 80 m. This type of distribution
suggests
an oxidation-reduction
reaction with the bottom sediments that
reached an equilibrium in January. An
alternative explanation may be simply
that the annual variations are limited
to water above 80 m.
The oxygen content at 80 m. appears
to be approximately constant through
the winter but there was a general decline in oxygen between 0 m. and 50 m.
from November until April. About 0.8
ml./l. was lost. The main loss occurred
in January, followed by a smaller and
more variable rate of loss.
Nutrients

The nutrients in general increased
with depth on each date and increased
through the column from November to
Januaryandthen
moreslowly until
April.
The phosphate and silicate data at 80
m. show higher and less fluctuating
values than in the shallower depths.The
valuesfrom
0-50m.
increased more
rapidly from Novemberto January than
after January. By February the values
tend to be the same for the whole column although still increasingslowly.
Curves based on these data thus would
be mirror images of the oxygen curves
and strengthen the supposition of an
oxidation-reduction occurring atthe
water-sediment interface,
which
approached equilibrium by January.
Superimposed onthese general trends
is a most interesting negative correlation between changes in phosphate and
silicateconcentrations
at 80 m. from
November into March. With 6 degrees
of freedom, the correlation is statisticallysignificant between the 2- and
5-per cent levels. This significance
greatly reduces the probability of
chance fluctuations but raises a difficult
question. It would be expected that
changes resulting from chemicalor biological causes would affect the concentrations in the same direction and thus
produce a positive correlation. The high
statistical significance of the negative
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correlation occurring just off the bot- pygmaeus,whichwasnotrecorded
tom strongly suggests a chemical re- Igloolik.
S. APOLLONIO
action with the sediments. Limnological
literature indicates that such a reaction
Isteeman-Nielsen, E.,1958. Lightandthe
shouldproduce a positivecorrelation
but I am unaware of any similar oceorganicproductioninthe
sea. Raw.
anographic literature. The inverse corProc.Verb.Cons.Perm.Int.Expl.Mer.
relation appears to end in mid-March,
144:141-148
at about the timewhenoxygen
approaches its lowest concentration.There "Ketchurn, B. H., J. H. Ryther, C. S. Yentsch
and N. W.Corwin. 1958. Productivity in
has not been time to carry out full starelationtonutrients
Rapp Proc.Verb.
tistical treatment of the data and that
Cons. Perm. Int. Expl Mer.144:132-140.
may reveal more significant interrelationships. For the present I can offer no ahlullin, J. B., and J. P.Riley. 1955. The
explanation for thenegative phosphatespectrophotometric determination of nisilicate correlation.
trateinnaturalwaterswithparticular
Nitrates show a relatively stable conreference tosea water. Analyt. chim. acta.
centration at 80 m. but increasing val12~464-480.
ues occur from 0-50 m. from November
rMullin, J. B., and J. P. Riley. 1955. The
until lateFebruaryor
March,Since
of silicate
colorimetric
determination
nitrogen is, in general, bound byorwith
special
reference
to
sea
and
natural
ganisms into more
complex
organic
waters. Analyt. chim. acta. 12:162-176.
compounds than phosphorus or silicon,
it is to be expected
that the regeneration CDigby, P. S. B. 1954. Thebiology of the
of nitrate will take longer than that of
marine planktonic copepods of Scoresby
phosphate or silicate; thus in Jones
Sound,
East
Greenland.
Anim.
Ecol.
Sound the nitrates reached their maxi23:298-338.
mum values about a month after phossGrainger, E. H., 1959. The annual oceanophates and silicate.
graphic cycle at Igloolik in the Canadian
Arctic. 1. The zooplankton and physical
Zooplankton
and chemical observations. J. Fish. Res.
Bd. Can. 16:453-501
The species collected are all typically
arctic and the population is dominated
by the copepods Pseuclocalanusminutus
and Oithona similis. The total popula- Geophysics, summer 1962
tion is very small and appears to be Program and field movement
rather stable through the winter. A
. . . .
marked increase in P. minutus in March
the
During the.. 1962 fieldseasdn
is undoubtedly due to a vertical migra- three-man geophysical party carried.
tion from deeper waters, into which it out a varied program which included:
had descended in mid-winter. This sud- a gravity traverse of the ice-cap; studies
den reappearance of the copepod in the of the electrical properties of snow, ice,
upper layers inMarch had been ob- and firn; and a movement survey of a
served previously by Digby5 at Scores- previously established line of stakes on
by Sound, East Greenland.
the Sverdrup Glacier. The party conThe only otherwinter zooplankton sisted of Lt.R. A. Tansey, a surveyor
study in the Canadian Arctic is that of from the Royal Engineers posted to the
Graingere at Igloolik. There are some expedition; and R. D.Hyndman
and
interesting differences between the lo- J. P. Greenhouse, both graduate stucalities. One isthe relatively large num- dents at the Institute of Earth Sciences,
bers of 0. similis inJones Sound as University of British Columbia. Princompared with the very few at Igloolik. cipal articles of equipment were a Wild
Another is the presence of Microcalanus Tz theodolite (a second Tz arrived
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in July) two Keithley 600 A electrometers, 6000 metres of lightelectrical
cable, a Philips PR 5000 conductivity
meter,and
a Wordengravimeter.
Transportation on the ice-cap
was
provided by an Eliason motor-toboggan
with a Nansen sledge.
The geophysical program wascentred
on a continuation of the geo-electric
studies begun in the previousseason
when
Dr.
K. Vogtli
took
some
30
resistivity depth soundings onthe Sverdrup Glacier. It was intended to spend
most of the time allotted to geo-electric
work in 1962 making similar measurements on the ice-cap, particularly above
the firn line. The gravity survey was to
complement resistivity depth measurements on the ice-cap and the accompanyinglevelling survey would tie in
the glaciological stakes and yield a
cross-section of the ice-cap suitable
possiblyfor theoretical considerations
of flow, etc.
The party arrived onDevonIsland
on May20.
The electricalcablewas
delayed en route and did not reach the
island until the end of June; consequently, more time was allotted to the
gravity survey than was
originally
planned.Fig. 1 shows the positions of
the geophysicalobservations. Starting
from a base line at a point of the plateau
below the shear-plane moraines on the
northwest edge of the ice-cap, the
gravity survey was carried 30 miles in
a direction S.30”E. to a point (Gravity
Station 51) on the southern slope of the
ice-cap. In addition, a branch traverse
was run from the 25-mile point of the
main traverse to the glaciological stake
at the top of the ice-cap. This work
occupied the party untilthe end of June
and was interrupted by the evacuation
on June 9 of Lt. Tansey to Thule for
an appendicitisoperation.
Following the arrival of the cable and
the return of Lt. Tansey in early July,
a period was spent at the Ice-Cap Station preparing the electrical gear. During this period advantage was taken of
the Jacobsen-McGill Axel Heiberg Expedition’s aircraft to establish a gravity
station on the coast at the Base Station.
This station will be tied in 1963 into the
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existing gravity network in the eastern
Arctic.
After July 11 the party moved along
the route of the gravity traverseto
G. S. 51 taking resistivity measurements
at &mile intervals. In general, two long
profiles at right angles were read at
each point and each profile occupied at
least a day, as did the moving of camp
between points. Of the five points only
the first and last were below the fim
line. It had been decided that on completing the geo-electric work to G. S.
51 the gravity survey should be extended to the nearest point of land on
the. southern coast, which isthe plateau
areato the northeast of Croker Bay.
Bad weather together with poor surface
conditions and vehicle breakdowns prolonged this stage by more than 2 weeks
and to save time the station density on
thatpart
of the traversehadto
be
reduced. Following the return to G. S.
51, operations were shiftedto the top
of the ice-cap. Here twolonggeoelectric
profiles
were measured and
resistivity readings on the firn and ice
layers were taken to a depth of 7 m. in
the glaciologist’s deep snowpit.
En
route to the Ice-Cap Station from the
top, profiles were measured at the two
stakes above the firn line where 10metre cores had been previously drilled
and two shorter profiles were measured
inthe equilibrium zone between the
firn line and Ice-Cap Station. The IceCap Station was reached on August 12.
OnAugust15
survey and gravity
equipment were back-packed 12 miles
down the western tributary (locally
known as the “Little Fox” glacier) to
the first line of stakes on the Sverdrup
Glacier. Surface conditions and the very
poor state of the vehicle track made
toboggan travel on the glacier out of
the question at the time. During 10 days
spent on the glacier the first line of 7
stakes was resurveyed using resection
from cairns on the cliffs; vertical control
for the stakes wasre-establishedby
levelling (some stakes had melted out
and required redrilling); the gravimeter was read across the line; and one
day wasspent mapping the glaciologist’s
catchment area. A new track for the
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toboggan had been brought by boat
from the Base Station tothe glacier
snout and this was picked up. Weather
on the glacier was generally poor.
On returning to the head
of
the
glacier on August 25, it was found that
a fall of 10 inches of loosesnow prevented the tobogganfrom pulling the
load. It was not until September 3 that
the surface wassufficientlypacked to
allow the return to theIce-Cap Station.
It had been planned to concentrate in
the remaining field time on geo-electric
depth measurements between the ice
edge and the Ice-Cap Station. Despite
three attempts tocompleteaprofile
near the shear-plane moraines, extreme
dampness of the equipment and the
consequent difficulty in insulating components made it impossible to obtain
useful data. The opportunity was taken
at this time to make a detailed survey
of the shape of the ice-cap edge on a
line running through the shear-plane
moraines,using
stadia distances and
vertical angles. A resurvey in the future
will yield useful information on ice-cap
movement.
On returning to the Ice-Cap Station
twomore
short geo-electricprofiles
were measured and two 8-metre cores
were drilled toprovideglaciological
information for the electrical readings.
The remainingfieldtime
was spent
overhauling and packing equipment in
preparation for an airlift on September 9.
Methods and preliminary results

(1) Gravity
The gravity program is described by
R. Hyndman in an accompanying report. It suffices hereto
outline the
method of survey and the inherent limitations onaccuracy. The survey arrangement is shown in Fig. 2.
The theodolite was set up in turn at
each of the gravity stations (G.S.) along
the traverse with a subtense barset
over a stake (S) about 80 m. distant in
a direction perpendicular to the traverse. At each station the distance a was

measured with the subtense barand
four rounds of angles read to include
the gravity and subtense stakes behind
and ahead. Thus two independent values were obtained both for the distance
d and the altitude difference between
successive stations. On the main traverse the distance d did not exceed 1200
m.; on the branch traverse from G.S.45
to the top and from G.S. 51 to Croker
Bay greater spacings were necessary.
At afewpointsalong
the traverse
latitude and bearing were checked by
sun shots and in September a star shot
was taken at the Ice-Cap Station.
S.

S.

Fig. 2. Surveyarrangement.

The most troublesome source of error in surveys over snow surfaces is
the refraction effect on vertical angles.
Ideally, two theodolites should be used
to read vertical anglesoneach
other
simultaneously;however, even if two
theodolites had been always available it
is doubtful whether the three-man
party could have worked such a system
efficiently. Reading backwards and forwards betweentwo
stations with a
reasonable time interval should cancel
largely the refraction error. The actual
magnitude of refraction effects will be
known only after the results have been
calculated.Accuracy
of this method
does not exceed 1:lOOO and altitudes to
within 10 m. would be expected at the
end of the traverse. Errors in horizontal
distances are relatively unimportant for
the gravity work. It is hoped that all
gravity depth measurements on the icecap will be correct within 10 per cent.
Excluding the edgeprofile, 61 gravity
stations were read on the ice-cap traverse.
The edge profile consisted of 26 stations spaced by 40 to 50 m. Stadia distances are correct within 0.2 per cent.
The resectionmethodused
inthe
glacier resurvey isdescribed
inthe
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surveyors' report for 1961. This year a
more accurate theddolite was used and
altitude differences between stakes are
correct to
2 cm.

*

(2)Geo-electric

measurements

The methodsand theory were described in the report for 1961. Briefly,
the electrodeconfigurationmost
frequently used, that of Schlumberger,
involves measurement of the electric
field strength on the surface of the ice
at a point midway between two current
electrodes as shown in Figure 3 (inset).

a Simpson multimeter. The meters and
switching circuits were placedon
a
canvas-coveredwoodencase,
the instruments being padded and electrically
insulated with foam slabs covered with
plastic.
The 6000m.of
cable were rolled on
10 reels, each of which weighed about
8 lbs. Electrode separations of 5200 m.
(2a) were possible. At separations much
over 2000 m. however, insufficient power
coupledwith trouble from earth currents and one or two poorly understood
effects made readings unreliable. As a
result, depth sounding on the upper ice-
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Fig. 3. Resistivity curves for a two-layer system (Inset shows Schlumberger method).

The power source consistedof six 67volt dry cells connected across a potentiometer devicethat allowed the current
flow to beadjusted. By means of switching, any of the four leads couldbe
connected to any of the four electrodes.
Among other things this allowed the
current through the ground tobe quickly reversed. Voltages inthe centre were
read with the Keithley electrometer, an
instrument whose high input impedance
ohms) 'prevents distortion of the
field it ismeasuring. Current (seldom
greater than twoma.)was
read with

cap was not very successful; indications
of bedrock lying below1000 m. were too
erratic and unreliable to define a curve
suitable for interpretation. The difficultiesmentionedcouldprobably
be
overcomesimply with a commutating
system (as inthe Gish-Rooney method)
and certainly with a much greater
powersupply.However,
it shouldbe
pointed out that a layer of firn 70 m.
thickcaneffectivelyobscure
an icebedrock interface at, e.g., 1200 m., using
interpretation with theoretical curves.
As '.a result of these difficulties the
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emphasis was placed on obtaining
the
firn curve and not on the deep soundings. Ice depths will thus be given by
the gravity survey alone.
Firn on an ice-cap is not a distinct
layer but merges gradually into the ice
below. Thus it is not to be expected that
the firn-ice transition would conform to
two-layer theoretical curves but rather
to curves for a depth-dependent resistivityfunction. It isnone the less
surprising how close the firn-ice curve
approaches the two-layer case in some
instances. Resistivity of the firn varied
between 125,000 and 250,000 ohmmetres, the value depending on the
density of ice layers. Thus the contrast
with ice having resistivities of 50,000 to
80,000 ohm-metres is marked. The firn
curve from the top of the ice-cap and
the two-layer theoretical curves are
shown in Fig. 3.
Of interest also was the variation of
resistivitywithin the iceitself. Independent measurements onsnow,firn,
and surface ice,coupledwithglaciological evidence (pits, cores, temperatures) should
provide
clues
to
the
causes of these variations. It is hoped
that the firn curves obtained this summer, in conjuction with pit and core
data, can be used as a basis for formulating theoretical curves of usein
obtaining information on boththe depth
and the nature of firn layers.
The conductivity of melt samples of
snowcover,firn, and ice were measured in the field using the Philips conductivity meter operated from a d.c.
invertor 'and storage battery. Field
techniques were not precise enough to
detect systematic variations with altitude, location, etc. if such existed. The
conductivity of all samples varied between 1.4 X lo3 and 5.6 X 103 ohmmetres.
The assistance of Dr. Fritz Muller in
obtaining certain equipment is gratefully acknowledged as well as the loan
by the Institute of Earth Sciences, University of British Columbia, of the
conductivity meter and gravimeter.
5'

: 8.

Gravity survey, summer 1962
The gravity work was aimed at determining icethicknesses and underlying topography of the western half of
the Devon Island Ice-Cap. The profiles
measured are shown in Fig. 1. Gravity
stations were established at intervals of
approximately1.5km.on
the major
80-km. traverse and on a 15-km. traverse to the top of the ice-cap. In addition a detailed survey 0.5 km. in length
was run across the northwestern edge
of the ice-cap with stations at intervals
of 50m. to investigate morainal material in the ice, and a profile of seven
stations was read across the Sverdrup
Glacier to make comparisons with geoelectric depth soundings. All the readingson
the ice-cap were tied to a
gravity base at the Base Station on the
north coast.
The gravity measurements were made
with Worden gravimeter No. 35 on loan
from the University of British Columbia
Geophysics Laboratory. This meter has
a calibration supplied by the manufacturer of0.4187 milligals per scale division and instrument drift was found to
beless than 0.1 mgals. per hour. The
survey t,echniquesused are described
by J. P. Greenhouse in the accompanying report. A total of 96 gravity stations
was occupied.
Ice-cap thickness
The gravity method of determining
the thickness of glacial ice utilizes the
large contrast in density and thusgravitational attraction, between ice and the
underlying rock. The Bouguer gravity
anomaly(i.e.,observed gravity differences with suitable corrections) is calculated using the density of ice for stations on the ice-cap relative to a base
established on the bedrock. The altitude
of the rock surface below a station on
the ice relative to this base isthen given
by:

P. GREENHOUSEwhere:

h = Bouguer anomaly

&G(A 8)

(using density of ice)
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G is the gravitation constant and
A8 is the density contrast between
the rock and ice.
With the exception of the edges and
the control stations off the ice-cap, the
slopes were sufficiently gentle to require no topographiccorrection.
The
error so introduced in these stations
should be negligible.
The altitude values are expected to be
correct within
20 cm./km. of traverse
with the exception of the southern
seven stations where difficultconditionsshould decrease the accuracy to
40 cm./km. The accumulated error
should be f 10m. at the top of the
ice-cap.
The latitude corrections are expected
to introduce an errorof less than It 0.01
mgals/km.
The suggested densities for rock and
ice are 2.67 gm./cc. and 0.91 gm./cc.
respectively.
Rock
densities
will
be
checked with geological results in the
surrounding areas andice densitieswith
glaciological cores. At higher altitudes
of the ice-capacorrectionshould
be
applied to account for the lower density of the surface layer as determined
byglaciologicalcores,
pits and geoelectricprofiles. Errorsin these densities should introduce an error of less
than 4 per cent inthe computedice
thicknesses.
The total error from all these sources
should be lessthan f 10 per cent, which
is equivalent to about f 100 m. at the
centre of the icecap.
A further large source of error lies in
regionalchanges in gravity values, or
isostatic anomalies. These may only be
estimated from the values at stations
off the ice-cap, assuming a linear gradient of gravity between these points.
It should be noted that in all depth
computations the rock surface is assumed to approximate an infinite level
sheet. The rock topography below the
ice may thus be defined only to the extent that its features are large compared with the icethickness.
Small
sharp features are smoothed out to be
indistinguishablefrom those thatare
larger but with less relief.

*

*

Glacier 1:hickness
In computing the glacier profile, the
altitudes, latitudes, and densities should
introduce negligible errors. The major
error lies in computingtopographical
corrections and determining reference
gravity value for azeroice-thickness
at the edges of the glacier. These are
particularly critical due to the almost
vertical walls of this glacier valley. It
is expected that the depth may be computed within
20 per cent and an approximate shape given.
Computation of icethicknesses and
more precise estimates of accuracy and
sources of error require reduction of the
survey results.
R. D. HYNDMAN

*

Glaciology, summer 1962
Introduction
The
glaciological
program
for the
summer of1962 wasbasicallyacontinuation and extension of work started
in 1961. The greater part of the program
wasdividedbetween
a study of the
mass balance of the ice-cap and run-off
measurements, using the chromate-dilution method, on the Sverdrup Glacier.
The glaciological routes are shown in
Figure 4.
The 1961 profileof 22 stakes (excluding lateral profiles) was increased to 44
between the altitudes of 400 ft. on the
glacier and 6,000 ft. on the top of the
ice-cap. These were spaced at 100-footaltitude intervals on the glacier and
near the expected net accumulation line,
and at 200-foot-altitude intervals elsewhere. The length of the profile isabout
39 miles. This profilewas extended down
the southeast side of the ice-cap to a
point north of the Cunningham Mountains (southeast profile), and 20 stakes
were spaced at 200-foot-altitude intervals with a concentration at 100-footaltitude intervals near the expected net
accumulationline. Terrain potentially
dangerous for a single Weasel
prevented
acontinuation of this profile directly
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down a valley glacier to sea-level. Jnstead, 9 stakes completed the profile
from the top of a ridge at 3000 ft. to
the west of Cunningham West Glacier
down to 800 ft. above sea-level on the
same glacier. A supplementary longitudinal profile of 7 stakes was set into the
Johnson Glacier a few miles tothe west.
A line of23 stakes was set up from
the edge of the ice-cap 5 miles west of
Croker Bay West Glacier to the top of
the ice-cap. The last major profile consisted of 19 stakes from the top of the
ice-cap on a course N. 15” E. and along
the “Eastern Glacier”.These were all
sited on the same basis as those on the
southeast profile.
On all traverses the winter snow was
studied in detail. Pits were dug every
mile for stratigraphic records, and every
second mile or at each stake densities,
temperatures, grain size, and stratigraphy were recorded. These were supplemented by numerous measurements of
depth of snowalong the route. The
total gives a very accurate picture of
accumulation on the ice-cap for the
periodbeginning with the end of the
1961 melting for the whole area except
the eastern side.
The stakes were remeasured at the
end of August and pits dug to examine
the effect of the meltingseason. The
profile from the top of the ice-cap to
the “Eastern Glacier” could not be remeasured because of vehicle failure.
The profile from the Sverdrup Glacier to the top of the ice-capwas
measured on several occasions and the
more detailed pattern of stakes on the
glacier was used during run-off measurements. This consisted of a longitudinal profile of23 stakes and 4 profiles
across the glacierbelow 1000 ft. This
gave a total of36 stakes on the glacier.
Two thermocouple sets consisting of
copper-constantan elements were installed on the top of the ice-cap at 6000
ft. altitude andon the Sverdrup Glacier
at 1000 ft. With theset installed at
4,300 ft. near the Ice-Cap Station last
year, there is now a reasonable coverage of the major budget zones on the
northwest side of the ice-cap. Elements
have been set at 1-m.-intervals to 12 m.

on the glacier and to 10 m. at the other
two sites. The Ice-Cap Station set was
read weekly during the melting season,
the glacier set was read five times between May and August, and the set at
the top of the ice-cap was read in early
July and late August. The 10-m. thermocouple at the top of the ice-cap gave
unreliable readings, butall
readings
from the other threesets were satisfactory.
A series of 10-metre-long cores were
taken on the snow traverses. Cores were
examined from stations 2, 4, and 6 miles
from the top of the ice-cap on the
southeastern route and 8 miles from the
topon the northwestern route. Cores
5 m. long were taken just below the f s n
lineon the southeastern route and in
an area of unusually high accumulation
just to the north of the Cunningham
Mountains.
These
supplement cores
taken in 1961 along a profile near the
southwestern route and in the region
of the firn line on the northwest side.
Densities, grain size, and stratigraphy
were recorded at the core sites.
Asacontrol
for these cores,apit
wasexcavated to 10m. at the topof
the ice-cap.A12-m.
core was taken
from the base of the pit giving a total
depth of 22 m. Densities, grain size,
stratigraphy, and temperatures wererecorded
throughout.
The stratigraphy
was analyzed on the basis of a pattern
formulated in discussion with Dr. Fritz
Muller at the site. The pit penetrated
the fsn to deposits from the year 1938.
The core stratigraphy has not yet been
analysed but should
give
tentative
figures extending back to theearly part
of the century. The informationfrom
this site now includes the 22-m. pit and
core,
a
series of shallow pits and
trenches, and two 10-m. cores.
Run-off measurements were made on
the Sverdrup Glacier in July and early
Augustusingdilution
equipment lent
by the Jacobsen-McGill Axel Heiberg
Expedition. An Ott water-level recorder was set up in a supra-glacial stream
in thesecond weekof July. The recorder trace was checked by measurements
with the dichromate-dilutionmethod
and occasionally with an Ott current
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meter. Measurements were made at 3hour intervals on 4 separate days when
the weather was similar at the Ice-Cap
Station, the Base Station, and the glacier. These should allow
the radiation
measurements from the Ice-Cap Station and the Base Station to be used in
conjunction with meteorological measurements taken atthe glaciercamp.
The last namedincludedwindspeeds
at 1- and 5-m.heights, temperatures
and humidities at 1-m. height, and cloud
observations.
Ice ablation inthe catchment area
was measured at three ablatometers.
Each of these consisted of 3 stakes in
the form of a triangle connected by a
wire marked every 10 cm.Measurements from these marks to the ice surfacewhenaveragedgive
an accurate
reading of ice
ablation.
The camp
ablatometer was read every 6 hours and
the other two (one atthe mid-point
of the catchment area and the other at
its head) at the beginning and end of
a series of three-hour run-off measurements.
The
catchment
area, which
measured approximately 1600 by 100 m.,
was surveyed by the expedition surveyor at the end of the melting season.
Run-off measurements covered the
period from July 14 to August 11; and
this included the period of fastest melting. During the same period the stake
profiles were read every 10 days. Within
a fewdays of the conclusion of the
measurements the melt-streams were
filled with drifted snow.
Results

The snow traverses revealed an area
of high accumulation on the southeastern side of the ice-cap.Snow depths
(not convertedto water equivalents)
were loweston the northwestern side
of the ice-cap (30 cm.) and highest on
the southeastern side (ca. 130 cm.). On
the latter profile there was a gradual
increase in the depth of winter snow
ca. 10 miles from the top of the ice-cap.
South of the climatic firn line a broad
valley, aligned east-west and ending in
Hyde Inlet, introduced an abrupt change
in the snow depth. The depth increased
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from 80 to 100cm. on the north slope
to 130 cm. on the southern slope of the
valley; this depth was found to persist
right to the Cunningham Mts. The increase wasaccompaniedby the reappearance of firnto a depth of 3 to 5
m. The southwestern and
northern
routes gave snow depths in the 40- to
50-cm. range although the Eastern Glacier had a snow cover of 80 to 100 cm.
The snow depth greatly influenced the
effect of the melting season.Preliminary
approximate figures for the height of
the net accumulation line for the budget
year 1961-62 were 4900 ft. on the northwestern, 3000 ft. on the southeastern
and 4100 ft. on the southwestern side.
Superimposedicewas
an important
form of accumulation (up to 30cm.of
ice)excepton
the northwestern side,
where thenet accumulation line was
situated slightIy above the climatic firn
line. The cores taken in spring indicate
that this variation is not peculiar to
1961-62. The climatic firn line lies considerably lower onthe southeastern side
than elsewhere and a large firn outlier
of 100 miles2 north of the Cunningham
Mts. has brought the firn line down to
about 3500 ft. during at least the last
4 years.
Comparison with results of 1961 from
theSverdrup Glacier and the northwestern side of the ice-cap indicates a
much higher order of ablation for this
season.
Despite
this the pit studies
above the firn line show that ice layers
were more characteristic for the 196061 summer. This suggeststhat ice layering is largely dependent on the rate of
progress of melting rather than on the
length of the melting period.
During the period of maximum melting, radiation was the most important
single factor on the Sverdrup Glacier
and there was relatively little altitudinal
difference inthe amount of ice removed.
The stake profiles across the glacier
indicate that the data from the longitudinal profile
alone
exaggerate the
amount of ablation.This is basically
due to the fact that the ice near the
sides of a glacier is bubbly, has small
crystals and a higher albedo than ice
near the centre. Differences of ablation
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are therefore greatest in periods when
the influence of radiation ishighest.
This factor does not apply to the icecap where variations in ice structure
are unimportant.
It was originally intended to continue
the petrofabric work begun during the
winter.Lack of timeonlyallowed an
examination of superimposed ice from
1961-62 and of some glacier ice between
crossedpolaroids.However,
in early
May 1962 afewicesamplesfrom
the
Sverdrup Glacier were examinedina
u - stage immersed in water. One of
these samples from adepth of 1 m. gave
an unexpected pattern of four maxima
typical of temperate but not of polar ice
(the observed temperatures place the
glacier in the sub-polar category). Unfortunately the optic axes of only 50
crystals were oriented, which is insufficient for a satisfactory fabric diagram.
A further sample from 12 m.gavea
different pattern. This pattern was similar to those determined by Rigsby in

Greenland but it was much weaker; 200
optic axes were oriented in this sample.
Both samples were from the centre of
the glacier. These specimensplus others
examined during the winter of 1961-62
suggest that further petrofabricwork
would be very profitable. The geoelectric and gravity surveys together
with the levelling survey providea
good background for amoreprecise
interpretation of petrofabric results. So
far, all that can be saidis thatthe
strength of the concentrations depends
on stresses setupin
channelledice
and ice towards the edge of the ice-cap
rather than on distance fromthe source.
This is suggestedbyrandom
orientationsfound in ice at the head of the
Sverdrup Glacier, which is as far from
the firn line as ice showing strong concentrations at the edge of the ice-cap
northwest of the Ice-Cap Station.

R. M. KOERNER

Reviews
POINTHOPE. An Eskimovillage in Hope. It approaches the subject in a
W. VANSTONE. Thestyle that might be called the “ethnotransition. By JAMES
American Ethnological Society. Seattle: graphic present”, covering the entire
University of WashingtonPress. 1962. seasonalcycle, and providing detailed
8% x 5% inches, x 177 pages, 3 maps, information in a number of sections on
3 figures, 7 plates. $5.25.
housing and subsistence, the life cycle,
KOBUKRIVERPEOPLE.
By J. L. community structure, the individual,
GIDDINGS.
University of Alaska Studies economic organization, and religion. A
of Northern Peoples, Number 1. Col- series of clearly formulated questions
lege: Department of Anthropology and posing problems that face the commuGeography, University of Alaska. 1961. nity provide us, together with Dr. VanPaper, 6 x 9 inches, 166 pages, sketch Stone’s answers, with a view into the
map, 4 plates. $2.50.
future and the alternatives from which
The twobooks on western Alaska the people of Point Hope probably will
reviewed here contribute to our knowl- have to choose.
edge of the area in different ways; they
The community in question achieved
represent different approaches and
a rather remarkable balance between
achievedifferentlevels
of complexity. hunting, on the one hand, and wage
Dr. Vanstone’s monograph is con- labour and economics (in store-keepcerned with the community at Point ing), on the other. The extent to which
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